Vendor
Management
available in Topia One
Centralized, technology-enabled management
of your service providers
Delivering a world-class mobility program requires the right service
partners covering everything from immigration, to real estate, to
language and cultural training, to household goods shipping, and
everything in between. Topia makes it easy for you to manage your
entire supplier ecosystem in a single place with greater insights,
automation, controls, and flexibility.

Thanks to the data standard provided by Topia One, organizations
gain a complete view of their global provider network, easily
evaluating key metrics like spend, utilization, and satisfaction. Topia
also makes it easy to add, remove, or expand relationships with
providers in a few clicks, and instantly see these changes reflected
in the providers initiated for services within Topia’s fully automated
workflows. Topia moves mobility vendor management away from
manual reports, emails, and authorization forms into a modern,
efficient and agile practice.

Key Benefits
Centralized data provides
a global view of service
providers

Optimized supply chain
across cost and quality

Easy supplier
integrations and
initiations save time
and effort

Instant Self-service
control of the
vendors who service
your policies and
populations

Key Capabilities:
Automate the vendor initiation process for
approved moves and assignments
Topia offers multiple ways to initiate your vendors. More
sophisticated vendors can connect to Topia One via API
while smaller vendors can be initiated via tasks as part
of the configured workflows to alert vendors of new
employees to service.
Provide access to vendors with specific
user roles
Vendors can access Topia One with defined user
permissions ensuring that they only have access to the
information absolutely required to perform their services
or provide updates on the status of services.
Add, edit, deactivate and reactivate
service providers
There’s no need to go through long technology
reimplementations when making a provider change.
With a few quick clicks, organizations can make changes
in Topia One and immediately see initiations start going
out to new providers within their existing configured
processes.
Policy updates automatically reflected
to vendors
Thanks to the Topia One standard data model - changes
made in your policy automatically flow through to
vendors. Changing the duration or amount of a benefit
offered in a given policy instantly updates what is
authorized and initiated with service providers.
Self-service control via Topia One’s
Configuration Hub
Topia provides technology with an easy-to-use
interface, enabling organizations to make updates in a
matter of minutes without needing to rely on third-party
support and expensive
configuration fees.
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